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The use of the ash r.esulting from burning rice 
, *husk as a cementitious binder in conjunction with 

_ lime*has Abeen receiving/increasing.attention over 
. " recent years. 
n attractive prospect 

D 
alternative .eement village-scale 

'n ,- technology-using a rea.dily available agricultural 
waste titerial. The heed for s'uch mater"lals 'is 

" b clear;.as the conventional binder, Portland cementV 
L. '* 

is.-- common,ly unava.ilable, or, expensive part.icu,lgr,$y. 
in rural cpmmunities /,where, indeed, its high- 

, s.trGngth, -ra etting >properties are not of 
primary, impor to -the' a _ 
Simpie civil 

,lo-w-rise building or 
eeriqg.work typically undertaken 

in‘th'ese,, areas. * %' ~" 9-t. .:$ Y me - : 

research andhevelopment work into rice 
ash (RHA):.cement technology has been 

undertaken by a vqriety of institution& and 
individuals, principally in the ,Indian 
sub-continent, and several attempts have been made 

./ . . . 

P 

LJ./ 
i 

, 

- , 

i 

1 

. 

\ 
\ 

to commeraialise 'and ~dis'seminate the technology. 
,\ Reports on this work are sparse,. and* in particular 
“\\there has been' a .lack‘of independent comparaive 
'bata 
k 

on the various approaches used; these., it 
w ll be seen'from this report, contain significant 
.diff erences in terms-of the final product and' the 
praduction process used.. These differing 

-L approhches were adopted for good reason and, as'in 
all appropriate technologies, it is unlikely that 
a single process -will emerge as being the unique 
solution for all situations. This report is not, 
therefore, intended to be a guide to the F'best- 
buy" in RHA cement technology but is an attempt to 
bring_ togeth,er comparative-' data on' the various 
initiatives for the benefit of those contemplating 
the us" of.such a material in their- own region.. 

I_._ 

The report 
,_-- 

must be r.ead with all 'the usual~~~*'~ -., 
cautions; in particular the laboratory-.tests:were ' 
performed on -'grab ' samples and'should not be seen 
as defi'nitive or statistically significant. 

Our thanks are due to those ~people and 
5institutions visited who gave <heir‘ time and. 
shared,their experiences freely with the compilers 9 
of this report. -'F. 

d ,A--= - 
c ,' 

F. R. Almond, Intermediate Technology Industrial 
Services, D 'February 1984. i 



-a 'sta-te-of-the-art' review of .rice.husk ash 
cement technology and production in the Indian 
sub-continent. .Twelv,e 
visited to diskuss 

specific locations' were 
research and development. 

Visits t-u pilot' and commercial production plants 
were included,: and sampies were collected for 
later analysis in the UK. . ' ,. -- 

Some,o-f the c,cmpleted 
'- '~~~.~~catio,~,,,,, b:u"t 

research. still -awa'ited 
some was being applied.' 

Commercial pr*oduction was often held up through 
non-delivery of raw materia~l, failure of power 
supplies or mechanical breakdown, but some rice 
husk ash cement-was being made, sold and used. 

, , * 

Research workers had found that it was necessary 
to limit the tempsrafure of the burning husks to 
no "more than.700 C to obtain an amorphous ash 
which would b.e reactive with lime, .although in. 
some production processes this 

,,exceeded. 
temperature was 

"I \ 

It had been found that the .ash needed s'everal., 
-- hours of grinding to produce a sufficiently fine 
powder: The period in practice'using ball mills 
varied between 1.5 and 5 ,hourti. 

'> 

I 
In most cases the cement‘was made. by mixing one 
part of lime.,with two parts of rice husk ash (by 
,weight) . Sometimes ordinary Portland cement was 
used in place of lime. It was commonly 

( recommended .that for building use, one. part of 
rice husk ash cement shoul'd be mixed with 3 parts 
sand (by volume). 

The rice husk, ash' cement' is much cheaper than 
ordinary Portland cement for .a'given weight and ?n 
spite, of richer mixes being used 'in practice it is 
still cheaper to make mortars from the rice husk 
ash -cement. .'Capital investment of some L12,OOO 
may be required for a complete plant.,' 

& 
,. 

1 
Results of tests in-UK laboratories are given and 
are compared with manufacturers' claims and with 
requirements in the most relevant Indian and 
British Standard Specifications. b. 

I 
The rice husk-,aSh cements often exceeded the 
requirements of the Indian Standard for 
Lime-Pbzzolana Mixture. In general they should be 
suitable for use in making mortars, renderings for 
walls, and some lower 

7 
tr-ength ' requirement 

cpncrete.- , ' 

. . It is recommended that the technology.-be applied 
in other rice-growing countries of the world. ~ 
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./Throughout the world eighty million tonnes of husk - .’ / 

/ 

become available each -year .during the /processing 
of rice. Some is used as packaging or fuel, but 
-the greatest proportion i-s' dumped as a waste 
by-product. - 

4 
z -*.Several institutes have investigated‘. die 

properties of the ash of the burnt husk, which c 
contains a high proportion of sili,ca , and there 
has. been some commercial exploitation of its 
pozzofanic reaction -with lime to form a 

material of potential use in the 

and discussed: - 

'recommended.' 

Development 
current 

f cemeptitious 

development 
It was already known that 

publications -gave 
situation and 

a confusing picture of the 
there was no '.overall comparative 

review of the subject. 
'potential benefi.ts 

ITIS r,ecognised the' _ 
of making these materials in 

India, and also in other rice growing areas of 
deveioping countries to increase the supply of c 
building materials, especially where ordinary r 
Portland cement was expensive or scarce. Such use 
would also effectively dispose'of and-utilise, an 
agricultural. waste,'improve rural economy and .* 
generate employment, with low capital cos;ts. ITIS 
-wished to be in a position to make recommendations 

SO, in 1982'the author, a member of the staff of 
the -Overseas Division, BRE, visited India, Nepal . 
and Pakistan to gain first-hand information. 



r of N,ew SouthJWales, 'accompanied the author for !. 
. . part of th>e '-v?sit. ," , , 

/ . 
23 SITE/VISITS d ,. . . i' 
Discussi,o'ns' on research into th.e various * 

- procdsse& were held at six insti'tutes and visits 
were made to inspect the commerc'ial enterprises * 
'utilis'ing the process' of each institute. 
(Figgre 1) 

The map . 
shows the location of iplaces visited, 

Land/other centres of :information,.c This section of 
the report describes, discussions and site. v%isits .I ' 

i P "ut a more methods, 
t' ,properties 

detailed compari,so$ of 

d 
;,'-: , 

of the products- and economics is made 
in later sections. I . r‘ 

/;<. 
s 

, Conversion .of local ‘currencies' into Ster1in.g is !' 

* /'Y 
'*. based upon rates operating at the, time of the r 

3 
visit namely': Ll,+equivalent to Indian Rs. 16, 
Nepalese Rs., 2%.,, Pakistani Rs. '19. I L 

.I 
2.1 INDIA e . _ 

Research Institute A '. 

Small experimental units for-burning husk had been 
built.arB 'operated -and 'know how' and services had 
been sold to entrepreneurs. It was claimed tha't a 
consistently good. product was best obtained, by 
controlling the 
less than about order to .produce 
active amorphous 
said to result in a 

*. 
Reidy-burnt 
parboiling of 
being *up to 95% crystal.line. 
experiments 

Ejrly laboratory . 
with a round .brick-built incinerator I 

with little ventilation -.. 5.. d 
good ash. A small .square 

T. . 
.- 

of' open brickwork with netting .to .. 
retain'husks and ash bad'the advan 
thermal mass, and greater access s 

,acceptable. 
.y&riations i,n ash residue a,feer burning, from 20 
I to 28% by weight‘ of husk.,,/and silica content of . 
,I the ash wa.s from 82 t/96.&, although all, t$hese 

: could be used satisfactorily. 'In order to 



at:the; same location, limestone 
rought in and/burnt in kilns under the'same I 

supervision' as, 
. 

used .in burning husks, " 
lime. from the 

calcium silicate 
Too high a proportion of lime in 

with -ash : was said to delay" the 
of strength of the product in use, and 

atio of 1:2 /l,ime:ash was used,: T _' 
/' / 

in sufficiently fast reaction,&tes between 
._ lime it was necessary to. rind the ash in 

mill for one. hour,' t n add lime, and 

B 

Y 
milling for a furth half hour to mix 

,~-Entrepreneurs were encouraged to x 
ash for 1;5 hours to be more certain of 

ning the necegsary k 
_ 

fin ness. They were also 
ed -to obtain a ball mill of slightly# larger 
ify than that requir d for continuous use, to d ' 

-downs and the 
t-ions in electric .power 

/ 

inevitable inter,rup- . 

supply.. ,Such a mill is 
available in India8 read --made, 

. 

x 1.5 m with a 15kW mot, 2% 
its size being 1.5 

, . 
_ -_ 

'A two tonne per day . 

for rural use adja 
reckoned -to be ithe mi 
plant would'be run by 

Such. ,a . 

one lime kiln operato 
The Institute listed 
of which the ~ball 
was the most expen at &5,000, 
allocation of n 

l 

included bound 
accommodation, 

- up from the earli 
' priced at- L5OO. brought ,the total of 

fixed capital to r " 

- The annual costs of run for 
per year at 90%'capacity 

ng the plant 330 days 
ere also indicated. 'Raw 

materials were a small rt of the wholes 
en as. charges 

transportation only, so 

per annum would, cost 
a limestone plus 
Cinder for burning limestone would 'cost 
+1,300; electricity., chi for the ball' mill, 

" was {calculated- at A2201 ,seems to be an 
underestimate. 
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ball mili shell, I which might last only three 
years. Salaries of 42,250,. and similar -amounts. 
for interest- on loans and for Opackaging plus a 
number of smaller items would give a tota,l annual 
cost -of &12,000 or 219 per- tonne. With an 
estimated selling price of 227 per tonne this 
would yield w-return*on investment of 32%. L LI 

The above selling price was .m&h lower than the 
lowest price for ordinary Portland cement (OPCj of 
at least L40- per-,--tonne. One third of the .OPC 
production in India must now be sold on the open 
ma.rket '(since February 19821, and it commands an 
even higher price, 
cemen.t therefore 

up to about'L95.per tonne. RHA 
appears :. very -' attracti-tie-- 

e,conomically. .-- : T .' . . 

u 

s 

Agreements had been signed with entrepreneurs \in 
four States-for plants with 4,‘4, 3.and 10 tonnes 
per .day-capacities 'respectively. Agreements are 
made‘ with a payment by entrepreneurs for plant 
commissioning, routine testing., exam=ination of 
samples for the first month or so, and occasional 
testing and advice later. -Laboratory tests.,were 
to ASTM, for wa.ter retention, water demand, 
fineness, camp-ressive strength, slump Ip flow 

L 

table) , and lime reactivity of ash (at 50-C). . No + ' )/ 
specific standard for RHA-cement existed but the 
products were., generally assessed by the 
requirements of~IS, 4098. Specification for L&me - 
Pozzolana Mixture- There. was little feedback-of 
detailed information from plants at the time of 
the vfsit, except from one which' .WaS visited' -. 
later, as part of the review. The larger p‘lanf 
which had ,two mills, each +, 1.8 x 1.8 m, was * 
.repsrted to be not working; due to some mechanical 
failure. c 

-7, , . . 
.Si_x more parties-were about to sign agreements and 
,@:further 400 .ekquiries "had been received. a 
.:: I- -. - . c 
It was- envisaged,that in rurai communities village - 
bpeople would briricj',$heir rice to*a local.mill, and 
could purchase RHA cementi.from the adjacent plant,: 
taking it to their' villages ys i l-g the same 
transport as for the rice. -^ 1 I 1L 
Experiments car'ried- out '" by the .,1-n s ti tute 
demonstrated the -fairly successful- use of ‘RHA 
cementnsand mixes for r.enderings,(@1:3 by volume).' 
Althbugh cracks- had appeared in some ele'vations, 
the -renderings -seemed well attached t0 th.,e 

. 

. 

I 

A. 

: brickwork. FairLfaced bric‘kwork built "with RHA . 

,’ “1 

I 

/ 
‘. 

‘b ., 

7 L -. 

0 .’ . 

: - 
^ * 



a - 1 -I 

r : ), :. 'i ' ; 

4. - cement:sa=nd, mortar -2) .' ' 
showed satisfactory 'performance as a mortar.- y RHA 

r 
2 -cement was not recommended for reinforced concrete ' 

c 1 

,-work. 
I - -. 0 

4. '. 'I 
2’ a 

' Production,Plant Al '( * usiny technology of" . . 
Institute A), \ 

i--Approxima+tely eight workers were seen to be busily'..:. 
-engaged. 
ia spite 

Eight incineratol?sSwere being operated, . ' 
‘: 

0 of rain and wind. at;.the. time of- the 
visit, which made 

i (Figure 5&. 
working* cond&,tions difficult ' 

1 
in 

.ft was obser.vexthat unburnt husk was.. 
and around- the bottom area of, r some c 

i<cinerators 
- 

, /yet fortun+te-ly -the workers&managed 
to. avoid coll.ecting' unburnt tiferial? with-the',&sh. 

:i. Itrwas ‘said Wat a thermocouple enabied- 'burning 

' temperatures ,to be. monitored and- controlled, but 
t;here 'T yas 'some difficulty, in 'obtain&ng, a 
mtieaningful reading with the ins,trument when" placgd 
.in a'pile of hot -ash lying in a storage shed> _, 2 I' 

Two brizk-built lime kilns wer& it 

.yj c 

%--. _ the:‘gite T 
was 'to 1 the 'design. of .th.e 'Jhadi *-and 

+I $s. 

Iadustries Commission, 
.,yilla-ge 

w'8rker.s preferred 
but,&+ not us-ed,_ince the 

the other-which was built to 

I. 

? 
9 

their own traditional design:" 3-t was 3.25m 'h<gh, ' '_ --. I 
-n i‘ 

Y? 
approximately-? m diameter internally at the 'top, 

'I . tapering to 1.5 m at the base. No lime bdrnina 1 
i. - --.T 

I 
. 

._ 

i 

f 

was possible at the 
a 

time of. the.r.-v&it because ' . 
limestone deliveries from. th.e. q$a?ries had be'en-' *(, 
disrupted by landslides wh$~ch&&d dislocated -road 
transport. A simple flat:'a%'e& was-..a%ailable for . 
slaking quicklime with water. .-- ' ' v 

@ a. 

_. 

1 

. * 

7 ' I 
The ball mil"1 (Figure 6) was apparently in working' 
order, though *unfortunately the electricity supply 
had been,,.temporarily interrupted. Consequently no 
product was being made at the time of the visit,*',' 
:though a sample .was obtained,, and's representative 
sample.of ash was taken from the storage. shed. l 

: When'the, product was being made it was sold and 
used,,loEally, . 
nearest city. 

though some &as trapsported'to the 
Its .performance was "said -to be 

I. 'satisfactory and when inspected, it did appear so. 
It had been used for construction both in the 
plant and in-the adjoining rice mill 'for mortars; 
renderings' and for construction of a ,flight of 
steps. 

. . 
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~ ReSe&ch Ifistitute B 
. - 

i 

An, amorphous ash, 
less than 750°C, 

obtained by burning husks at 
was claimed to be desirable, but 

Use,‘ of any type of ash .which might become 
a*vailable was 

*._ '. 
considered. This was because rice 

husk was being increasingly used as a fyel, so 
that it might not be cheaply available in a few 

8 . 

years * time,for, burning in special incinerators. .4 
Consequently a technique which could .be modified'" . 
according todprevailing conditions was advocated. 
Although 2 hours grinding was adequate for 
amorphous ash, longer ceriods of grinding, of 6 
hours or so, could be effective in increasing the 
strength of cements made from more. crystalline 
ash. To conserve energy and,improve efficiency of 
production, appropria-te min~imu-m grinding--times ~-- 
should be used for each particular ash'. up to 10% 
carbon had not proved,deleterious. , 

Where husk was availab.1.e,,,".-,eontrol 
sufficiently low temperature wou 
reactive ash which needed little, 
to obtain adequate 

.-:. 
cement f 

cylindrical met31 wire mesh basket, ‘1.2 m high-and 
0.6 m in diameter, lined,.w-ith. a--finer wire netting 2 
to retain husks, set in' a mild steel frame on 
legs, and with a perforated metal chimney up the 
centre had. proved successful as an incinerator 
(Figure 7). To operate, a fire was kindled at the 
base between the'legs. A damper was provided at 
the chimney base so -that *with it open, air. could ~ 
flow in at the base or with it closed, air $Tour;td 
be sdrawn in through the.husks .in the basket. Tf&.&t 
fire. was a,llowed to burn up through the husks, 
volatile matter from them entering the chimney and 
shooting out of theatop in a large flame. As husk 
burnt the: top level fell, and was topped up with 
more husk. The. whole lot was burnt out in less 
than two hours- In 'theory the volatiles could be 
taken off from the chimney. for combustion 
elsewhere,- though ductWig would diminish the ' 
drwght through the fire. However this might be 
the- basis of utilising &the fuel value of the 
husks. Alternatively, rows of such incinerators 
might be operated under, some device which needed 
heating (e.g. in the drying of food crops). There 
was no convenient method of removing ash and. the / 

incinerators had to be tipped over by hand. 
/“ 

2 /" 
I 

B /. 

1 
(1 

/ 

4 

, * 

/ 
. 

I . 
I’ 
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The BET method for 'determining specific surface 
area of husk burnt in a laboratory furnace had 
shown a decrease in area with ‘increasing burning 
temperature. After determining the surface area ' 

, of the ash, 
j_l 

it was inferred from this..relationship 
- 

that temperatures had been approximately 4OO"C, 
but no direct temperature readings seem to have 
been taken from the incinerator: 

0 n ./ .I 
I m . 

Ash was used for two different products. One was 
y,": . . 

1. -_ 

produced by grinding ash and mixing with-ordinary 
'. 

:Portland cement (OPC). The other was made by 
-7 

grinding ash and hydrated lime together. OPC and c~. * 
lime were bought as available on the market. I \ 

- The suggested size of'ball mill for both products 
..~~.was~.~.J..5.-x.. 1 :5..- m,-- ---with----a ~-25kW --motor,- --eap&-le -of- 

.producing at least 1.7 tonnes per day, or more for 
a soft ash. A grinding'medium of 3 tonnes of cast 
iron or steel balls, 20-25 mm in diameter was 
used, but no special mill lining was specified. 

The lime-ash material was said to be the siower 
setting of the two. products, but-accelerators, 
ot&er than up to lO%.O,PC, were not recommended as 
they would be an added complication and expense. 

d. 
- Proportions of.lYme and ash varied: for every part 

/ ' by weight of lime, from 1 to-2.5 of ash might be. 
added depending upon requirements in use. It was . 1 l 

satisfactory for masonry and foundations or . 
general concreting work, but never for reinforced . 
concrete." Proportions of OPC to ash'could be one. 
part-by weight OPC with from 0.5 to 1.5 parts ash, 

D 

depending whe-ther high or ordinary s~trength was 
. : required. Instead -oft OPC, 'Portland. pozzolana 

cement (PPC) may' be used. PPC is OPC containing 
brick dust or other pozzolanic material, and one 
part would be mixed with from one to t.wo parts ash 
'.by weight, depending upon whether strong or normal 
properties were needed. . 32 '. P. - ', 

~For .practical use as mortars, the lime-ash 
‘matersial would be mixed with sandiin volume ratios 
from 1:l.S to 4 and the OPC-ash material from.'1‘:2 
to 5 depending upon properties required.X. \ 

It was emphasised that in practical use it should. X 
be rememb.ered that although these cementing 
materials are sold,~-by weight they are less dense . 
than OPC. The lime-ash material in particular has 
a bulk density approximately half that of OPC. So 

c there will be have to be nearly twice the volume 



s - 
1 

'e, L LX -' 

f 7 

d 
to .obtain the same- &ight fati to sand .and ' 
aggregate. Cubes had been cast,, and+. tested to 
-ascertajn the properties *obtained when* used in 

1; construction. Strength after 28 d&ys was fairly 
high, a 1:3.mix of the OPC-ash materia-l..to sand 

" . .being stronger than 1:3 lime-ash to sand. Pieces 
.remaining from the test were inspected and 
appeared to be of good quality. 

E.st.imates of annual costs of running;the plant for 
300 days per year, on' three shifts per day for 
three workers per shift {less workers than A as 
ash is..bought ready-burnt) pl~s'materials~ power. 
and pa$king were difficult to assess with varying - 
*raw material prices, but may be between &8,000 and . 

. 1 

&14,000. High.er cement-content products will B' 
increase cost. 

i 
In+an patent no: 142966 existed on the pr'ocess. " 
Many'enquiries about the process,were reported and 
a number of entrepreneur!s had commenced or were 
planning to commence manufacture in various 
places, within four separate States. 

I 

-s 2, = 

It cost. ap&oxi&tely ;E30 to produce 
i 

a tonne of - 
either, product which might $be sold at &SO. Actual 

1 and comparative costs with OPC we_r_e difficult to 2' 

make a-t the time of the visit-due to' the,'recent 
.> . change in marketing policy of the OPC as mentioned * I- . 

4 previously, .but as iOPC prices on the free market ?,_ _ 
were risinq_- at the time, RHA cements apparently 

.-.-.- -~ -. --- -- -~ -ga+ned. .aR .mad.va-ntage ;. 

r -* ir 
c' T-he. suggested . production plant was similar in 

i- c capacity to the plant A. The following costs 
presented here had not been updated for a few.. 
yesq‘s * 30 will be low. However, of the fixed 

- * _ capital required-the ball mill cost at &4,50,0 and 
land at &1,200 were similar to 
provided for Institute A. 

the -figures c 
pllocation for buidings .,-p,.. 

etc at &1200 was not directly.comparable with A as 
r I boundary walls e$c., were not mentioned. Total 

. -.. 

fixed capital was therefore approximately 57,000. I m 
* 

Of these only two were stated to be in production 
and there was some doubt about the others. 
ProductionTof these pla ts 
lime-ash material. "1 

was generally the 

\~ 

In addition there&&'.' were two other plants in 
operating condition and it was intended that they 
should both become not only .production plants, but 

?!lRso demonstration-. and training centres for 
further developments.' 

.I 
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Numerous enquiries. had been received from India 
and from overseas. . The following criteria ,were 
suggested before considering development. 

o 

1. Is there the,'ability to absorb the 

2. 
technology? 
Does the necessary infrastructure exist? 

3. Does sufficient need for the product exist? 
P 

~----k Production Plant Bl (using technology of 
Institute B) *. 

The plant had three entrepreneurs who engaged ' 
eight workers. 

.: At the time of the visit husks were being burnt - 
, _ .~(Figure..8)---in-a~ -1 arge .o.pm...~pil.e. 2.S-m----high, ~rr~rp----m ~~~ ~-~ -- -----.- 

contained by a circular brick wall 16 m in 
diameter. The consultant from Institut~~,laimed 
to have advised against this procedure" which he 

. forecast Gould give ash with low reacti!Q.ityw, A 
quarter of the contents in the whole enc?%ed area 
was r,emoved each day and replaced with new husk, 
though the-extreme bottom of the' pile was nev,er 
cleared out. The fire was thus allowed to move 
round the area from one quarter ,to the next. It 
.was' said that wind direction had no effect.. i . 
Some ready-burnt boiler ash was sometimes brought,- , 
in to supplement the supply, but was further burnt 

) 

by laying it on top of the already burning husks' 'k. 
in the incineration area. 

i c 

The proprietors said they were planning to 
construct a large brick buil-t type'of incinerator. 

The *.ash was normally ground by ball milling for 
five hours,' then mixed with lime or cement and-. 
milled again, but prior to the visit the mill had 
broken down and had b en removed elsewhere for 
'repair.- h Two new smalle mills, each 1.2 x 1.2 m 
were seen being installed (Figure 9), but as they 
were not yet operational,..no actual product was.. 
.'being made forasale at the time of the visit. 

When in production lpart of lime was mixed with 
1.5 parts of ash by -weight, and setting 
accelerated by the addition of secret additives. 
These were probably common salts, but no statement 
was made by the proprietors. OPC was used instead 
Of 1im.e in L-- the. same proportion,.. for an-- 
alternative product. An 'Instructions' ior Use' 
leaflet -in English and Hindi was included with 
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every bag. Due to difficulties in, obtaining CPC, 
gome product wds made using -1 part of PPC, tiith 1 
partDash. 

:' 
. I Current prices were said to be 240,.and '552 .per 

tonne for the two types respectively. No detailed 

__ 

information was obtained on economics of the ,; 
plant, but it was said to be profitable, and the 
partners were planning to increase production. 

, 

Mix proportions for mortar and conprete were 
., clearly stated - by .weight 1:4 cement:sand and 
*'..,1:2:4 cement:sand:co$rse aggregate and by volume.', 
l-75:4 and 1.75:2:4 respectively. 50% less mixing 
water than required for OPC was indicated. . 

~. _. ..~ ~- -.....- .~ --m-m-The products from--th-e--works were -.-said --'t.b-.-be much 
in demand. 

I 

'In the process developed during the,preceding, 5 
3 years, ready-burnt husk ash was bought .usually 

from rice mills where it had been burnt in l.metre 
. high piles. Alternatively ash from husks burnt 

for parboiling of rice might be used, Two parts 
by weight of ash were mixed with one part lime and 0 

one" part waste from a local industry.' This'waste 
gave higher strengths to the finished product, 

_ possibly due to the contribution of aluminates in 
the- <waste. 
work at the 

Lime was bought in for pilot'scale 
Instit,ute. The constituents were 

ground together for 3 hours in a 0.5 x O,.5 m" rod In 
* . 

mill, capable of giving 0.5 tonne per day. 

Research into the strength of concrete specimens - * 
made wit 8 this product had led to the conclusion 

I that 500 C was a suitable ignition temperature for 
the husks though 700 c was acceptable. 
Furthermore up to 20% of carbon in the ash geemed 
to be acceptable. Test results al-so indicated ' e 
that concretes of 1:2:4 :RHA cement:lime:sand, F 
altho'ugh -weaker at 7 days, were 
days than if OPC were ,used. 

stroxe-r at 28. 
'- ,+*- ' 

i 

ih Q * 

Some reinforced concrete -samples had been *%e&$ in+ 
water for up to. two years.' spaki ut 'no&%nough-. 
was known at the time to-make an ommendations. 

0 
The rice husk cement, had been used successfully 

~~ --~~ _._~ f& m&ring- .-f&e re.nderi-n.g- ofl - +-h-e -.sma-II-- building 

which housed the rod mill (Figure 10). 
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The cost of production on a commercialrscale of 16 ' 5 
'tonnes per day was said to be 228 per tonne, and 
‘the selling price was 236 per tonne. Eight people Y 

. 
would'be required and the cost of setting up such 
a plant, complete with lime kiln, was said 'to be .a 
530,000 plus 212,000 for land-and buildings.. 

, 

Entrepreneurs were required to pay 5,300 for the' 
'know-how', then 1% of the sales for the first 5 
years. For this payment entrepreneurs received a 
one-week training course, and a .written "document 
describing the process7 detailing procedures for 

\ -3 various 
0 sgmple 

chemical, and other tests, and. giving a 
economic feasibility report. The report 

indicated that a plant of 16 tonnes per day 
cijpacity, operating 24 hours a day,' 300 days a 

--~ 
'_. .. ..__~ _ - _. .._ _---_-~- ------ .-ear-,-~wouI-dd~require -2‘,~b~-11 -mills, costi-~g-'a: --totai.- 

of'L18,000, other machinery and fittings E3,000, 
pre-operative expenses of ;E4;000, contingencies 
&4,0(50, working capital for salaries and materials 
for one month's production,, stock, stores etc., 
L21,OOO. The cost of a lime kiln was not 
mentioned in-these data. -(I' 

. 
e 

Entrepreneurs who had gained * 
experience by wor,king it .the 

knowledge and 
Institute were 

b,uilding production, plants at two locations. At 
one, accommodatioh buildi.ngs were still under 
construction. However, adjacent to the Institute. 
construction had been finished and equipment 
installed; and this latter plant -was visited. 
Three more parties had the knowThow,and had been 
trained.' They planned to set up plants so there 
would be production in three States. , 

, 

Production Plant Cl (using technology of 
Institute C) C' 

;- 

To enable ex-students from Institute C to obtain,, 
.practical industrial,,experience.in'management and 
manufacturing, a division.of the Institute‘has set 

r 
up 30 small factory buildings, complete with ,, 
services, on an adjacent site. One of the units . 
is .for the production of rice husk ash cement. 

"Equipment,and materials (Figure ll).-_ha-d-been 
assembled /ready for cornmiss-ioning a few days ' 

': 

before the visit, but unfortunately the 1.8 x 1.8 
ball mill was found to have misaligned -bearings 

\ 

when it was first run, so it was being dismantled 
' at the time of the visit. Such a mill was too 

,heavy to man-hand-l-e-i---so-s-h-ea~r- legs- with lifting I;,, .-__ -- -^ --^_^__-. L.. 
, tackle had to be? brought into-lift it. The mill 
was to take a charge of 2 tonnes, plus the 'weight . 
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of the- balls? Husk ash was to be bought 'in 
-ready-burnt, but tvo lime kilns had been 
-constructed just 
Other ‘additives 

outside the factory building. __ 
were 

factory wall. 
seen piled against the 

Proportion,s were to be measured out 
with gauge boxes, and a, heavy steel truck was 
installed for removing the charge a$ter ,-milling. 
It was planned to automate parts of the process 
later. The whole process 'plant see*med well laid 
out, and the entrepreneur was. enthusiastic, 
well-trained, and in a conven&ent position to call 1 
on the advice of the Insti.tute's staff. 

(This plant.,wa$ reported to be ,eorkjng now.) ' : 
, . c 

Research Institute D, 
r. 

\ - .:- 
I_ . 

The process. utilised .not only rice husk, but also*. 
lime sludge waste from the sugar industry.' The'. 

- lime sludge 'was a gel, which had to be dried 
f-irst, mixed, with,' an equai tieight.. of husk, 
rewetted, then rolled by hand into 8~0-~~Vdiametkr 
palls.. These were allowed to dry in the sun 
(Figure 12), then laid in a long trench. h A fire 
was started at one end and allowed to burn right 

0 through to the other. The-cooled balls were then 
ground for one hour to give a'product-which would 
be marketed as a lime-pozzolana. ' 

1. 

*. , 
, - 

t Approximately, 700°C. was reckoned to be a critical . ’ 

1 . 

temperature for burning the husk. Below that > 
-temperature amorphous ash was produced, regardless - _ 
.of time of heating. Above, 
:important, 

time of_ heatiris was _ 
so that more than 3_hours at 800 C or . 

more than 1.5. hours at 9oo"c would 
crystalline ash. 

give ., 
However, one member of'the staff 

recboned the 'ash was SO%** crystalline- at 700°C and 
750 C was the absolute maximum permissible. To 
convert the lime in the .lime sludge into 
quicklime, a. ,,temperature of over 800°C was 

1 
I 

3 

$ 
necessary.- The crude trench burning method was. 
.claimed to give sufficient temperatur~~-..~h~ough--L-- - 

ts dlvwed only 70.0 C. The trench 
which helped to burn . 

off .carbon from 'the husk, and to remove carbon ' 
dioxide from the decomposing lime. 12% residual 
carbon gave maximum reactivity. Burning time.is .' 
adjusted &to give a reasonably white ash. 

L . 
Set+ing times 

r 
of 0.5 hour initial and lo-hours . ' 

-~---lf-i-&y&p&gp5- epA.---. --~------_ F ~~ ____ 
Concrete made from the RHA - \ 

cements (1:2? cement:sand:coa?&e- aggregate) \ 
was less strong n when ordinary Portland cement \ \ 
was used. Where no fired clay bricks were i 

. . 
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* available, RHAcemeqt was suggested as a basis for 
t -_ 

" concrete block manufacture. 
- r a - - 

Estimates- for production cost had been made prior ' , 
to commercial appl-&cation. Land, buildings, ' 
machinery etc., -contributed to a capital cost 'of 

. 

;ElO,OOO 'and a ..simi-lar amount might be required' to 
d (1 c I ! 

meet annual- costs.. ' _. j , - ( .' . - 1 . ;' '-R __ ' 
" *‘ 

I- 

The rendering (1:3 RHA cement:sand) .on a brick 
- . 

" I* IV' 
wall, fully exposed.to the weather for sik"years -'*-r- 
was inspected and found to be in good condition. . 1 _ i 

- ' L .- 
Some entrepreneurs were .reported 
experiments, 

to have done . ,, 
and. it. was hoped 'that one would. 

.cbmmence production within.a few' months but at the 
time-of the visit there had been no commercial 

i 

. 

1 
exploitation of the proces . 

\/ 
2.2 NEPAL 

Research Institute E 
I 

\ 

The method -used involved. collection of ash (from . ‘-; 
parboiling of rice etc .,> grinding in ,a.ball mill, 
then further intergrinding 'for a totalotime of two 
hours with one third',by' wei ht. of bought-in lime. 

13 Addition of.5-20% by weight ,of burnt clay had beep. . 
/ 

found to givk a .'.more workable mix', 3 but much 
grinding was required. _ A' 'small proportion of _' . 
ordinary Portland cement was .added sometimes. . 

= 
I 

Vhe product was not recommended for reinforced . 

concrete construction; _. r 4 ._ r 
Mortar could be made by mixing the ,product with : 
three parts sand. 'However' it was 'said that an ? 

equivalent loti strength' mortar cbul.d._be made with 
,, 

Ok, using eight.-ha-lr;t-s---off-saria;,‘ so to compete, the : --7-- 
P @ce of RHA cement 'must be much lower than that 

,_' 
'.. of OPC. 

9 
- ,- In_'Kathmandu RHA cement sold at &55 per 

‘9 .' tonne while DPC was &go/tonne. It was claimed,. * : 
L 1 that-Government contracts specified OPC and never 

., RFIA ce$ent, s.o reducing the chances of the ruse of 
- I the '** _j lq*ter. However, 'the current'l demand for 

.' '. cement'ih Nepal was said to,be' 300,000 tonnes per 
* I 1 y-r; only 40,.000 'tonnes -was. produced locally. 

Demand should noft fall since the Government's five- 
year plan for 1985-90 was to concentrate on house 

i 

'I building. Bringing in 'imported cement, over the 
n ,dltticult t&z?n?resulted 'in high prices". .These 

> would be even higher in more remote a parts, s-0 + . 

> = there was-considerable scope 'for small-scale RHA 
cement production ,to ma+e up .the defici-t. A new -' 

. *- 
I 0 I \ . : 

4 ; + t c -a- %c. / 
3~ . -. .._ -IT- ..- _~___ -~-~ a- I z / .* , . * , -. - . -8 r 7 
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OPC plant of ‘120,000 -tonnes per year was,= to be .'- 
built in,the south of the country, but even so 
there would be a shortfall ,in production, compared' *+. * 
wi$& demand. e 

1 

The Instituteshad basic laboratory facilities and 
some RHA cement test results were reported, 
indicating reasonably good'properties. 

Twenty applications for details of the production 
process were said .to have been received from 
entrepreneurs. Two were already said to be 
c$eratLng 'rithin Kathmandu, and three others were 
reported. "The product was said to be selling 
well: The Institute reckoned it would .cost 
&lO,OOO to set up a commercial plant. 

I 

/ 

/ 

Production Plant El (using technology of 
Institute E) 

Rice grains for human consumption. were being 
roasted on small husk-fire ovens. The husk ash 

-Was raked 'into piles out-of-doors (Figure 13),. 
from where ita was, taken, while still hpt, in 
wheelbarrows to the RHA cement production plant.!. 

r 0 
Ash was stored for two days and changed from dark 
grey to white. :A small ball mill (0.7 x 'O.'7m) 
(Figure 14) was used to first grind the ash, then 
to intermix with Lime, .for a total time of two 
hours. The resulting fine powder was weighed into .- Q 
any available bags for sale (Figure 15) at &55 per ' 
tonne. Recommended mix for, u<e was 1;3 RHA . 
cement:sand: ---- * I _~_ -~ ------7 , 
Setting times of 1.. 5- hours-. initial --and 3 .5 hours 
.fina-1 -were Yiaimed. 
was. quoted. 

A water requirement of 40% 
-Only about half .a 'tonne could be- 

.produced per day, but it sold well., 

Production Plant E2 
. I 

. . 
An entrepreneur commenced production*zf Rl%A.cement 
three years previously'and had. spent over &6,.000 j ' 0 
to 'date. He had bought 'know-how' of an 'early '. . 0 
method that Institute E had -apparently offerdd. 
The method consicted'of *making balls from- rice 
husks and lime sludge, so'wad -similar to that seen _ 
at Institute D, but ,the'entrepreneur had no 
success wi& the method so changed to another. He . -' p 

built two large ciycular brick and -concrete domed! 
kilns, 3m high and 6m in diameter (Figure 16). 
The ash was mauve in colour, and the only way it 
could be removed- was aby 'someone' entering. the __ i d 

c 
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dusty inside of the kilns. The ashy was ground in 
-. three locally-made ball mills of each 0.9m long , ~ 

.>$ and 0.6m in'diameter (Figure 17). Ball mill life 
was said to be two years. Lime and ash were mixed 
and put in gunny bags for sale. Maximum 

r production rate was 0,75 tonne per day. A stock 
of some 9 tonnes was seen, which might deteriorate 
with long periods of storage. 

The RHA cement had-been sold at 560 per tonne, 
I somewhat cheaper than ordinary Portland cement, 

quoted as costing 290 per tonne. 

For use, a 1:3 by volume RHA cement:sand mix was 
usually suggested. The cement could be used for a 
mortar, render and flooring, but not for 
reinforced concrete work. 

Since the properties were poor, and it was likely 
that ash temperatures were too high, it was 
suggested that husks be burnt in much smaller 
quantities, in the first instance by dividing an 
existing kiln into several compartments. 
Temperatures might be monitored with a 
thermocouple. 

B 

2.3 PAKISTAN 

Research Institute F 
i . 

Rice husk was being used increasingly as a fuel, 
for example ha.lf,of the existing brick kilns were 

,ti 

said to use it, so it was becoming less abundant 
and more expensive. Three new OPC plants were 
planned so that eventually there would be, a 

P surplus for export. 
A 

: Nonetheless, there was a .case. for production of 
RHA ceme'nt. Firstly it could have specific 

*- 
1 

properties, such as better chemical resistance * 

than OPC, so it could be of particular use, for .* 
example for floors in the food industry where acid 
resistance would be a benefit. It was said that 
in big towns businessmen were not interested in 
small investments, but for special-purpose cement 
making, larger plants might be considered. 
Secondly, in remote rural 'areas there was a need 
for cementitious materials, but there were 
increased transport difficulties and costs. 

_ However, rural people had a fondness for locally 
". made things, so small scale RHA cement may be very C. 

acceptable in that situation. Research had been 
undertaken at laboratories and put into full scale 
practice by an 'Agricultural Corporation' (see J 
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'.below), but it was hoped that the method could be 
tried out in a model village to build.confidence 
-with, the people, then presented to others as a 
proven package. The' estimated'cost of settingSup _ 
was 1 only .$1,6dO, and might be taken up by 
.cooperatives in the rural areas. It was thought * 
' that REN cement would be made for LlO per tonne, 
which was much less than the current selling price 
of OPC at Z.100 per tonne, . , giving a good margin for 
error and profit. 

',. - . 
Husks'were burnt in special incinerators made from 

7:. oil drubs', or in large heaps, but in either case 
the-temperatures were said to be limited to- 600 to 

m. 700°C. After *gridding, the ash was mixed with 
lime. 

,, ..The >Institute's extensive laboratory facilities 
were visited.'- Fast burning was found to give 

. black ash, which became white on standing. It was 
-'claimed that more than 4% carbon in the ash 
resulted in a 10s; .of strength in. use, though ' 
-workers- elsewhere have found that even 15% is 

I \ acceptable. It had been found that an addition.of 

‘%\ 10% of OPC gave better workability.' 
. . 

Adjacent to the laboratories -were well-equipped 
orkshops. 

-- fa 
Two -11s were in.the* course of 

nufacture, each 1.3 x 1.3m, which might be used 
for work on RHA cement (Figure 18). 

Production Plant Fl (using technology of 
Institute F) 

The Agriculture Coreoration had been producing a 
( 3 large quantity of rice husk and sought a useful 
) - method of disposal. Consequently they set up a 

plant which was said to cost Ll,.600 and could 
produce 3 tonnes per day of rice husk 'ash cement. 
This was for use, in 'their own construction 
programme. * 

: ' 

Theo,husk had been burnt in a heap 2.5~~ high, at 
.600 C (checked. with a the.rmocouple)*. Ash was 
ground in two ball inills each 0.9 x 0.8m for 5 to 
6 hours, using hard steel balls a's the grinding 
medium, then 30% by weight of lime was added. The 
resulting RHA cement was used in the proportions 
of 1:3 RHA cement:sand: 

Hotiever,' the demand for husks as fuel increased 
and it was found to be economic to sell the husks 
rather than make RHA cement, so the plant ceased 
operation 'after only one year, 
only 100 tonnes was produced. 

l plant was not visited-. i 
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Figure 7. CR1 small experimental incinerators at Bailabgah. 
Left unstlmxsful &sign. Right s~~ccessl‘ul design. 
Dr. S.C. Ahluwalia (<‘RI). Prof. D.J. (‘oak (Univ. NSW) 
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Figure 8. Heap burning of rice husk at Kurukshetra 
, 

Figure-9. Mr. Lalit with new bail mill at Kurukshetra 
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Figure 13. Rice husk ash is raked out from &%a11 oven in Kathmandu 

. 

Figure 14. Ball mill etc., Kathmandu , Figure.1 5. Author and Mr. R.D. Shrestha 
with bagged cement for sale at street-side 
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Figure 16. Large incinerator at Patan 
L 

Figure 17. Mr. M.P. Dabadi with three ball mills at Patan 
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Figure 18. Dr. R.A. Shah (centre) with part finished ball milLat Karachi 

, 
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,‘3. * COMPARISON OF PRODUCTION METHODS AND ' '. 
( RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE . . 6 ; i -. . 

(.__ 

-. ‘To facilitate a simple comparison of the methods, 
! T$ble 1 shows the size of'plants, usual sources of 

T , the basic raw materials, grinding-time in th.e ball 
mill, and number of employees.. Data can only be 
regarded as approximate in most cases.* The wide 
variation in grinding time at Institute B is b,y 
design: soft as-h required shorter time than hard 
ash. .Many plants were not 
at the time of th,e visit, thods were 

- discussed and. some 
inspected, as detailed above. ' 

x ' _ c 

Plant capacity -was very smaell in all cases, 
avera‘ging approximately 4 ton-nes.per day. . 

'L 7 

* Methods were nearly egually divided between ,those 
burning husk in special' incinerators and those 
buying in ready-burnt material, but most operators 
bought ready-burnt lime. OPC and aluminates were 
always bought ready made. 

Grinding time varied by several hours about a.mean 
of 3.5 hours. 

I 

The numbers of employees was difficult to,assess 
in some cases, but averaged approximately seven 
per plant. 

\ 
The success of the . operations seemed to vary 
immensely.' S me 

B 
were well ,run profitable 

\ businesses, - whLle others -were losing. money. 
Research carried out in some ,institutes'had been 
applied by entrepreneurs, in other., cases 
entrepreneurs had installed equipment and were 
ready to commence production. Some research had 
not' yet got beyond a basic agreement with an 
entrepreneur, asI'*,detailed- above. I 

Y I 

Mix proportions used in manufacturing .RHA cements 

- and for their use in mortars are summarised -i-n. 
I Table ..2.. .In general one part of lime has been 

a 
* , 

- r 

h’ . 

0 

‘* _ 
c 

I I 
. 

, . 

F 

* ------~~ mixed'with two of RHA by weight, but;,&ith OPC and 
e 

/ aluminates one part has been mixedwith onfy 1.5. 
I 02 RHA- For use as mortar the r'ecommended 'mix is 

in the&oportions of one part RHA cement to thr.ee / . 
parts of sand by volume generally, but-this varies 
depending upon RHA cement quality and mortar , 
quality required. , 
. . 

-r . I ..! 
' * . . P , 

, 
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-4'. TESTING SAMPLES'IN UK 
_ 

A. - 
Samples of ashes and RHA cements were 1 

, where possible, and brought. back to 
test under standard conditions. 
examined by X-,ray diffraction techniques to 
determine whether they were amorphous or 
crystalli'ne. Ashes ‘we're, mixed with half the'ir 
weight of fresh hydrated lime and 
the .same way as the ready-made RHA cements'.; 
Methods were based on those specified in the,' " ' 
Britiph Standard Specification for Cement, BS I 

d 12:1978. Soundness of the materials was done b,& / 
the Le Chatelier method,,' initial and -final setting] 
times with the Vicat apparatus, using pastes, wh,,n/ 

f 

* -. 

sufficient material was available. I, #i 

For compressive strength tests, cements were ml’& 
Y 

with three times their volume of graded sand 

?I 

(I& ~ 
4451) and cast into 25mm cubes (smaller tha BS 
12). The quantity of water in each mix was that 
necessary to give a standard workability. In 
addition to testing after 7 and,28 days storage at 
ambient temperature (20°C), an accelerated 'test 

out using an elevated temp+t!ure 
,. 

Table 3 identifies the nature of the samples taken ,y 
at the various places visited. It is not 'possible 

i 
to say how representative the samples- were of, 
production over a long period. : I, r . 

, 

5. RESULTS OF UK LABORATORY TESTS 
P, * 

-Results of test/ are divided, i&t,o three separate 
groups. First the samples of 'as-sold' RHA cement 

-made using local lime and ash, then those , 
3 'as-sold' using OPC etc., and ash, and finally the 
mixture' of a standard UK lime with the ash. 
*Results are given in Table 4. : ? 1 = a 
e / f 

F 5.1 
7, :: 

Compressive strength 
* L : _ - 

-IIn accordance with/ common pra.ctice, 1:3 
i cement;sand- mortar was' made but because of small 
: quantities of material available 25mm cubes wei-e 
j cast and cured. at 20°C then tested'at 7 and 28 
i days. Inaddition an accelerated test was carried 
: out- .by .keeping some cubes at an e'levated . 
f temperature of‘50°C from day.4 to day 7, cooling 
for one hour, then testing. At least three cubes, _ 
wer.e used for each test, and results showed very 

.:I good reproducibility. I 



__. i 

Of the 'as'-sold ' _.d RHA cements, the lime/ash were 
not as strong as the OPC/ash' in 17, 28 and--..]7- . . 

\ (accelerated) day tests. The apparent exception;' * 

. lime/ash B probably owes its higher strength to . 
the incorporation of'a small proportion of OPC. \ 

The lime/ash 'as-sold', cements were not as strong L 
as the mixtures of ashes with UK lime, in general, 
perhaps due to the relative freshness of the UK 
lime. s I I ' 1 

Inspection of- data in Table 4 shows that .7-day 
accelerated test results give an approximate 
.indication of 28-day strength, under ambient;test 
conditions., 4 

* Overall, 
1 

I the materials gain approximately three 
'times their 7 day strength by 28 days. This ratio 
does not differ significantly betwe'en lime and 
aluminates, though where OPC is used in..the mix 
there is 
strength. ' 

slightly faster development of early 
-& 

5.2 Soundness 
"._ . 

Le Chatelier 's method, with a split ring mould and 
pointed indicators to amplify any movement, was 
used. No significant expansions were found in any -~ 7~~ ~~ of- the samples tested- - , . ' 

. 

5.3 Settinq Time ‘ I 
1 

I 
. The Vicat apparatus, with its penetrating needle 

and attachments was used. Initial setting times- 
varied wide-ly from 3 to 30 hours, and final 

,, setting times from 10 to 36 hours. 
c, . c 

I ' 
Wr/ithin each of the two groups of 'as-sold',cements 
'(i.e. t&e lime/ash and the OPC or aluminates/ash) 
the higher the compressive strength the faster 
wePe the 'initial and final sets. 

I ' 
; 5.4 Crystallinity 

, 

. 

\ 

X-ray diffraction analysis of each ash sample 
showed that three were‘.mainly amorphous while the 

4 
others were crystalline. Results are detailed in 
Table 5. 
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COMPARISON OF PRODUCERS' DATA WITH UK 
RESULTS _. j 

The properties of RHA cements which were claim&j 
for the various. 'as-sold' products during the , 
visit are listed in Table 6, which is in the same 
format a.s Table 4 for ease of comparison. 

Compressive strengths claimed were up to about 
three times greater than those found. in the UK, 
tests in spite of the fact that smaller cubes used 
in the UK would, give greater strength. An - 
exception was the Institute C samples, at 28 days. 
Possibly -the claimed higher values-were partly due . 
to materials being. more fresh. 

h 

Soundness da <a reported by producers shpwed 
slightly greater expansions. \ 

Setting times claimed were faster than UK results ' 
show. Again this'could be due to material being 
more fresh. The E2 sample was an exception. 

Some data was collected on fineness. 
Y. 

I* 70 CCMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA WITH 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS 

There is no existing standard specification 
entirely relevant for rice husk. ash.-cements. 
Table 7 shows the requirements of standards for 
materials intended for a similar use. . The most 
relevant:is IS 4098-1967, .the Indian Standard for 
Lime-Pozzolana Mixture. 

Producers ' data for 'as-sold' lime/ash. products 
meet the highest requirements of IS 4098 (LP 40), 

" 
but UK tests on the same materials show some of -i 
them only satisfy the minimum requiremefrlt (LP 7). II 
UK lime/ash mixes meet the highest requirement. 
Mixes containing OPC, being stronger, exceed the 
highest requirements .of IS 4098, and some, even 
exceed requirements for OPC. I It is drifficult to 
beGcertain of the exact, composition -of the * 
samples, and as noted above in the* accounts of 
site visits, it is known that aluminates, OPC and 
PPC are always,used in some products, but they may ' 
be incorporated sometimes in others. . c 

. 

* .Initial setting times claimed by producers are 
near the requirement of IS 4098. 

:. 
UK tests show 

longer initial setting times, abut this is I 
allowable in the standard. 

. 

I 

. 
. 

/ ’ 
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(r 

Final setting times claimed are quite fast, within 
the fastest limit of IS 4098.-.' 'All UK-tests are e ,a . 

l within the slowest rate of that standard. 
._ _ 

Fineness of the RHA cements quoted by some 
manufacturers is finer than required for OPCs. IS 
4098 requires 10% (maximum) retained on a 
150-micron sieve, so available data cannot be 1 ̂  : 
compared directly with this. 

8 . . ECONOMICS (4 
a ". 

The economics of the various production ,methods 
were difficult to compare, due to, the different 
amounts of i%formation, and the possible 
inaccuracy of information obtained. For example, 
the Institute A provided detailed coseings, which 
applied to the cummercial production unit Al, and 
although Institute B gave figures, the plant Bl 
was so different from the general model that the. 

Wsigures might be considered iDapplicable and no 
-data other than selling price ,was revealed by the 
entrepreneurs at.Bl. Costs of raw materials vary 
continually, and the numbers of w'orkers is 
difficul-rt to define accurately. 

The price of 
controlled, 

OPC in India had, been Government ' l 
and kept uniform throughout the 

country until one month before the visit. A third 
of production was then released on to the free 
market, and its price escalated rapidly ,from L50 
per tonne (controlled) ta appsoximately &95 per 
tonne (freeJ. 
sellikg 

This would appear to increase the 
price .,advantage of RHA cement, though it 

would increase production cost of those RHA 
cements containing OPC. Thus prices were in a 
state of 'flux at the time of the visit to India. 

Nevertheless some comparative“data is presented in 
Table 8. The cost of ash is generally low. In 
some cases it-is only the cost of transportation p . 
of husk from the. rice.mill to incinerator. Some 
expenditure is inevitable in the burning process, . 
but is not necessarily included in'the fig r-es 
obtained and quoted in the table. 7 

L Cost of lime must bei important but would vary. 
For example at Plant E2 in Nepal the entrepreneur 

sl spoke of preferring Indian lime cjhich was more 
expepsive -than local lime, so the higher figure is 1 
quoted on the table. I _ _) 

r , 



, 

f 

obtained. 
RHA cement could r&t alw&ys be - 
it Qs high, selling price is. i =, 
.i " 

d 

Selling price of R??A cement .Varied-:from L27' to 
t60, with the except&n of the Institute D pri&e 
which was hypothetical,'d s it was not actually in 
commerc>al production. Th&.plant in Pakistan only, 
made RHA. cement for u&-e by, 

“\ 
the 

or>gani&ation, not for sale, 
owning 

.so %no 
' could-be quoted. ", 

selling price 
'l_ I 

'._ 7 

Prices for OPC were obtained iP a.; 1 three 
countries, through not at every location “visited.,, 

. * * Overall, the selling price of RHA cem%nt was 
J approximately 45% of 'the price of CPC. However 

there are two Conflicting factors which should ‘be. 
i considered as they affect the extent of th"s , 

apparent price "difference' in its effect on th 
I user of the,product. 1 Firstly the bulk density 0' 

RHA cement may @e only two thirds that.of QPC, so 
for a mix specified by volume (a's is common) less ' 
weight of W-cement will be required 
OPC. The cost ‘advantage 

than for !,, 
of RHA cement would be \ 

improved therefore to 2/3 of 45%.or 30% of OPC ' 
cost. Secondly, on' the other hand; the strength 
of the normally suggested 1:3 
cement:sand'..for mortars 

mix of RHA 
(see abQYe) could be 

equalled by a less'rich (say 1:7) 0PC:sand mix. 
Thus 2.3 times 'as much RHA cement may be required 
for an equivalent mix, . bringing the cost advantage 
to the user,,,of RHA cement to 2.3 times 30% or 70% 
of OPC cost. .! . 

CapiLl cost for setting up plant was 
from most places visited:. 

obtained 
There was. no way o,f 

checking the details in some instances. Tl-ii? 
relativeIy,,low cost quoted for the Pakistan plant 

I. is surprising, but may exclude some items of cost 
included in the other figures': Cost in Nepal at 
E2 includes cost 'of abortive 
production. Since plants 

experimental, 
are of different size 

outputs, direct comparison of capital cost has 
little meaning, so these figures may be divided by - 
the pla,nt capacity, giving for-. India a capital 
cost per tonne per day of between &3,000 and 
24,000. c 5 L, + 

. .. Net annual cost figures were obtained from some 
.5 *L \ places and found $0 be of the sa%e or,der as the 

. 
*, capital cost. , For 'comparison these net annual 

cost figures may be divided by the annual tonnage 
produced,- when it is seen that' net annual cost is 

.* 

* 

F r 

D 
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’ -a approxititely-&20 per tonne: individual figure's 
._ 4 agree with the cost of making one tonne quoted in 

-_ -Q e same table. '. c .+ I * 
4 

More , * detailed 
6 

.'two of' the 

I - :Institutes 
calculations ?by 

lead to 'calculated returns on 
. Bnvestmmts of 32% and 20%. ~ _ . i ';---, 

1 

CONCLUSIONS - 
t a 

I 
. 

*- 3. - , ~- 

, 

4% \ 

!c. 
B 

1 i 5. - 

-1 

.6. 

'1 
'3 

. 

12 has been amply demonstrated that RHA 
cement can be 'made using simple technology 
not on-ly on laboratory or p&lot scale, but 
also as a' commekcial venture producing 
several tonnes of-product per da,y.. ,. - 

*, '1 

r 
e- 

. 

. , -. 
v 

To maintqin production,-' supplies of raw 
rrd.ter.ial~‘ ,must be contin.uously,:'available or + 
'stock-piled'.. Power. mist be a-vailable _ 
especially for ball mills,. with no more 
than infrequent short+interruptions, or *' . * 

'-ball mills must b,e over-size caipacity to -' 
allow for these interruptions. 

To maintain sales of - 
especially yhen 

me31.,product, ' '> I 

available, 
a-lternative= mater,ials 'are 'i 

the ,$&HA cement must be of,.;.8--"'- , 

consistently h-igh 'quality. Jt is best" to - - . .,-s.j'* 
burn husk at no more than.700 C. 

- 

Several variat-ions of ,the basi; processsare 
available. Ash and which i 
Constitute %a 

lime' alo‘ne, 
type of lime-pozzolana . . 

mixture, can give a' 
material. 

usef.u9 ,depenting..' 
When particular local conditions , 

permit, the basic mixture.:of ash 'and lime 
may be'mbdified..with advantage. < .. a ,. -3 

-.I 
1 

c l 

j� 

CdntroIled durning pf husk 'in ,speciaXly . 
- 1 

/ 

mahe incinerators though,, desirable, is. not 
/, 

essential- to producing' a good RHA cement. ! / 
-However' it is probably desirable in" order' * / 

/ 
‘$0 get .a cemeiit' of consistent,properties. a 

i 

Chemical 'analpsis I! 

determinat4ons 
and+ fineness 

might have, been done on ' i' 
Y these samples wi-th advantage in helping to. 
ZunTerstFnd their behaviour., ,-..- ~ ,' 
a 2 I 
Husk burn:,iR).large quantities is likely to ' - 
be. '?Y'ys*talline. 
'when 

Amorphous bash. is produced i 
smaller quantities are burnt with 1 

plenty of a$r. 10'to 20%. of'carbon incthe 
ash may tie acceptable. . ~ 1 ,.. " 

, . ..'. ,,.--. 

i ' .: ' .,..'. _I- I . ,,,,... -' , .- . *. _. '. 
, I L 

-_ 
2 --- . - .* 

r ! 
'. 

.+--- . i 
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77 Zf ash of various 
accepted, it may be 
dgrlnding -\ times 'in 

1 ‘: ‘:- 

qua‘lities is to be . 
necessary to adjust I 

order to develop -+ 
8.. , 

I . - sufficient strength in'mixes with,time.. 

r 8,. The ash' from plant Al, though amorphou.s'and 
, said to be ground 

surprisingly 
very fine; .&oduced 

,low strength mortars. The 
crystalline wh ,-from Bl produced * 

. surprisingly high strength* mortars. -. ,:.. 

Y 

\ _. 
9. D The-RHA~~ement, has properties which make, it 1' 1 

_ --duitable for mortars and rendering, that is 
to say.-for use as a masonry cement. ‘Some 
-of the products tested .meet performance' 
requirements of 

--- -- _.l$4098:1967. 3, 
'cou.ld be made, though strength, may. not be 
'as high as with O-PC: There is no evidence'. .. 
that 'RHA )cement concr.ete'Lall$ws corrosion' - 
of embedded steel but at:the present time 
it i3 not recommended. for 'reknforced '. ' 
cbncrete work. h . . \ 

RHA cement may cost.only'45% of the.cos& of 
OPC $n the market. Mortar made with RHA Q 
cement may cost only-708 of equivalent' OPC 
mortars.. . 

. m c <' 

here.' 

,,/' 

may be additional technical 
advantages'*in' some possible areas of use of 

.. RHA. cements”. Heat' generafed during 
hydration may be less than that'of OPC, so . 

- lower t&rmal stresses would result if RHA 
cements were yse-d in massive concrete 
str,%cturesy Where concrete aggregates may 
be “reactive with 'lime released during 
setting of OPC, which in some instances has 

+$ +e&d':-to .disrupti+ve stresses being set.up, 
RH.AcementS may p&sibly,show less reaction 
with -those 
resistance, 

aggregates: . Chemical 
to acids. and sulphates., may be 

enhanced'id RHA cements are used instead-$f T 
OPC. 

‘. \ 
. A 

. 

, 

. . 

r 
1 '. - 

_. 
‘. -. 
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\ 12. Cuidel'ines for design of' 4-tonne per day * 
small-scale plant burning its own ,limestone r 

'V 
and-husk to make RHA cement: I 

* Capital investment 
Net annual cost ' '- 

‘&,ooo 
~12,ooq 

\ 

Workf0rc.e 
^a__ 

8 people., : 
Materials ._ l-2 rice 

. 
,,tonnes 

L .., husk per day 
7 ,L~-"* 2 tonnes limestone ; 

;---....__ 
-----L_._ --Equipment to include _ .- 

p& day' 
&ma 

. r /wi h 
: I si es, 

b : * 
i. a 

-, i 

1 incinerators -- 

open-work * - 

lime kiln - t I, 
ll-mill, .i . 

op rating for 3 
t 

9, 
ho rs per,batch 

Selling price 
Mix proportions 

1. 

I . 

.;.I- ’ - 

240 per tonne 
RHA' cement may 

\ consist of.1 part .: 
lime - 2 parts ash 1 
by-weight, mortars 
may be made from 1 

‘c part RHA cement - ) 
3 parts. sand b-y I 

,volume. "~ . 
- 

Detail will vary considerably, depending .ufion 
'51 

local circumstances.' . 
B 

. 
_. 

10. RECOMMENDATIONS =. _ 
- 

. . 

1. Incinerators- for burning husk should allow 

.c 

plenty of cooling-air -which will also help". - 
/ 
/ 

to keep carbon content low;. This is more' 
.J easily achieved in small incinerators than 

I' 
\ I ,in large heap -burning. 'The temperature 

should-be limited to 700°C maximum to avoid"' 
I fokmation- of crystalline ish. 
' .' . 

= 
i' 2. 

' Heat.generated by-'combustion of ash shauld 

>“ be-, usefully employed, for for L 

/' 
drying foodstuffs. 

example 
i 

I ‘ysS d 
.,b. '_ The -period of grinding in the ball mill D 

: should be adjustedato the minimpm necessary . 
to produce the required proper$ies in the 
RHA cement; Specially burnt~-ash should! be' * 

4.. -* ,. .soft and require less grinding, but if ash '* 1 
. 'is. bought in ready burnt, having-already 

. . contributed its heating value in *some ' 
process, longer grinding may be necessary 
in order to p,roduce a sa,tisfatory RHA. 
cement. 
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I 

5. ( 

L 

6. 

i 

7. 

.-e ; II I’ 
Inhalation of dust should be -avoided asfar 
as possible,' since the ektent of th 
risk is not ful.ly unders+ood 

1 
At present it would be advisable to market .* 
the ,materia12 as a ,cement 'for masonry. 
Packaging should ,be clearly marked. to 
differentiate- RHA cement from other types 
of cement. . l 

Liaiso 
L 

should c&ntinue with the institutes 
and trepreneurs already viiZted . 
Institutes :tiill be, in possession of new ' 
information. Some entrepreneurs had only 
just commenced production, others had not 
started, and one was recommended to make * 
changes, at the time of the visit, so 
subsequent ,production 
interest. 

results would be o.f 
Further advice might be-welcomed 

by~enfrepreneurs. J * 
r 

Information should -be sought on th.e 
unformity of product,quality from various 
plants eve, 

i.l 
a-long period. 

be recorde 
.Quality.should 

and producing countries should 
compile standard specifihations. 

8. .'New areas . for application of this 
technology should be found in'yther -rice 
growing countries where there is a shortage 
of-.cementitious titerials. . 

c 
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India _ 

J . 

country 

_- 

,Raw Materials ? 

and sources 

i I 

Ne$l 

t 

c 

Pakistan 

i 
I. 
I Scale of 
I pro uctiog h 

Location I 
I 1 i' 

I 
I 

1.5 

8 ". 

0.5 16 
5. 

N*umber 
of. ,‘. \ 

(hours) i -..’ ..~ 

) : Notes 

['(at t'. 

n. .I --: 

I 

ime of visit) ' j 

‘2 

A>h only / Total 
I =. 

Ash >PC etc 
employe$s 

i ,* .-” 
Production 
temporarily I + 

” I 

.I- 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I’ 
I 

I 

I 

i 

.I_ 

b 

1 

B. 

B 

t I I Commercial 
I 

t 

_A1 

B 1 

. Bl 

E2 

5 

I 
i - 

B 
s : 

B 
dried 
sludge 
B 

/2-6 
I $1 Pilot: 1 Not. being used .' I 

Production delayed 
temporarily 

/ $' 
I 

I 

I ~-~~- 

1 Commercial 
I 

.I 
I 

) Pilot 
I Commercial 

- I 

8 
I 

Not running I L 
Not yet in production 1 ._ 

; I 

No longer in ~-- I 
Ir production j '. 

I 

Working' 1 I 

, 

8 * 
I 

I Pilot 15. > 
. 

2 I I Very Small 
I Commerci.al 
I 

I 

I 2-3.5 
I 

I, 

1 probably. 
16 , 

i 3, 
i. 

Working but product I 
not selling j ' 

1 Commercial 
I I 
i* 
I Con.&ercial 

I 
No longer in I 5 

I 
-6 

! ,’ 
, I 

3 = Bought-in ready-burnt from large scale burning'elsewhere. I I / / 6 6 

3 = Bought-in ready-burnt from'small scale bu?ning elsewhere, 3 = Bought-in ready-burnt from'small scale bu?ning elsewhere, / / 

j = j = Specially burnt in purpose-built incinerator or kiln at RI&! Specially burnt in purpose-built incinerator or kiln at RI&! *SomeB *SomeB . . 
1 1 L' 

, , , , \ \ i' i' \ \ 'f--'?, . 
" " 

,' / 1 
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1 TABLE 2 MIX PROPORTIONS USED-IN MANUFACTURING RHA CEMENT AND IN USE AS MORTARS 

-' 

I 
-----------------------------L----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Country Location 

Proportions of constituents 
in RHA cement (by weight) 

Proportions of. mortar 
(by voime) 

Lime:ash 
. 

T 
I 0PC:ash 

I 

-I- 

I 

-I- 

.I 
I 

I 

I 

i 1 

I 
I 

/- 

. - 

rha cement: sand 

j- 

Al - 

B ,f 

1 : 2" 
1 : 2.5 

1' : 0.5 to 1.5 

India 1 :4 1 :1.5to4 , 1 : 2 to\5 
Bl 1 : 1.5 

plus adqitives L 

1’ : 1.5 o 
1" : 1 

a 
1 : 3.5 to 4.5 
1 :3 

C 
D (lime sludge9 

:l 

. I:3 1 :3 
Nepal 

Pakistan 

El 
E2 l 

I:3 

Fl 1 : 2.25 
9 

1 :3 

* Not OPC, but equal weights of lime and an aluminate waste. 
4 

c 



TABLE 3 RICE HUSK ASH MATERIALS SAMPLED' 
. 7 

Type of sample with sample reference'number' 
-1 

I 

-I 

I 

I 

-I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

-1 

I- l- -r 
I 

I 

I- 

I 

I 
-I- 

I 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

- _ 

Locations Country 

India 

+. 

Nepal 

+r 
1 OPC or aluminate/ 

Lime/Ash ceme%t 1 Ash cement 

., 
1 

11 I / 
I IO 

~-j 3 1. 
I \ 15,16 
I 

Tf 
I 

,I 

4(with' br:ck dust) 1 \ 
9 I I - . 

I 
I 

T 
I 

I 

--j- 

Ash .* 
I 
I- 

e 
Al 
B 
Bl 
C 

2 12 
13 

7 

8 

- 

, * 
I 

s 
I 

I 

El 

E2 
I 
I 

I 

II- 

. 

<h ; 
, 
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..TABLE 4 
, 

. 

‘_ 

1 'Type and sourceq-of sample 

1 

. 

i 
! I 

', I, _ ?" ; ., 1 

1 iFpl' 

i 1) Lime/ash products, as so'ld 

,,,,..,. I.. , ,,, &j-c ..; 
. 

? - ‘I 3, 

'PROPERTIES OF RHA CEMZNiprrz, DETERMINED IN UK LABORATORIES 
.' 

,0. ' 

'-------------- ------~---------------------------------------~------------ 
I Strength (MN/m2)1 I Setting time " 1 
I. I I * 

. 

1 
25 mm mortar cubes" ours) Vicat 

I- 1. 
) 'Soundness I (h 

i 

7 day 2o"c 1 %3'day 2o"c -i, 7 d:y -1 Le Ctiateiilerc 1 I I 
1, 

I . , 50 c Final 

./- / 

1 Expansion (mm), /'Initial i 
I I I 

- :I 
I I 

I I I ? -0 I 
I 

I 
i 

I 
I 1. ,__., 

, 1 

I 
4 I 

I I 
30 i 40 1 

.,i '.. .,i '.. 

_ ,J ;_ ", _ ,J ;_ ", 

'Nepa1 E&(2O$ brick dust) 'Nepa1 E&(2O$ brick dust) 
E2- E2- 

,e!.- a ,e!.- a 
I 2) OPC or aluminates/ash,products I 2) OPC or aluminates/ash,products 

i 

I 
I 

0.5 I 22 l / 16 . 
5.7 i ‘14.5 I 14.7 

I I 

~ 1.5 1, 6'.2 1 3.2 
0.9 I 4.3 : 3.5 
0.34, 1 3.8 . 1 1.7 

. I 

( ,. 

e i 

I/ 

> 

12 I ' 20 10 i ?4 10 .+ .I 24 I 

as sold 

Bl (with PPC) 

I I 
10.0 i 16.6 1 16.5 
10.3 1 15.6 I_ 15.2 
3.6 1 10.7 1 8.9 
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